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1/: The Nuremberg Code is a set of research ethics principles for human

experimentation created as a result of the Nuremberg trials at the end of the

Second World War. In light of the current events, they are more actual than ever

before. ■■an important thread■■

2/: These so-called ‘Doctors’ Trial’ focused on physicians who conducted #inhumane and #unethical human experiments in

German concentration camps, in addition to those who were involved in over 3,500,000 sterilizations of German citizens.

(the picture shows doctors/criminals)
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3/: Ten points of the code were given in the section of the verdict entitled "Permissible Medical Experiments". They can be

found in detail on the following website: https://t.co/S24jNMNOeb

4/: Point #1 means that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be able

to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, or deceit.

https://t.co/S24jNMNOeb


5/: Using an insufficiently-tested vaccine on humans is unethical. However, as long as people voluntarily consent to receive

the vaccine, being informed about all risks, everything is OK. Doing this with force, however, is against the Nuremberg

Code. https://t.co/AnKY722I48

Important - share: Camera footage out of care homes (USA, corrected), provided by @RobertKennedyJr's team. You

can clearly see: Collateral Damages, Army assisting, force, death.

Worldwide phenomen, also in Germany:https://t.co/GV7gqiPl1u

21st Century Nuremberg Trials-material pic.twitter.com/wPekgPYHIR

— Bobby Rajesh Malhotra \u30c4 (@Bobby_Network) February 17, 2021

6/: Also, the majority of people does not want to be locked away. I doubt that this global experiment has sufficient consent in

order to be conducted. This especially accounts for children who are the main victims and are raised in "new normal" times.

7/: We know that the coronavirus is not as lethal as proclaimed in the beginning. Without the massive PCR testing and

redeclaration of deaths, we most likely would not even notice anything. The whole experiment is consequently unnecessary

in nature.
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8/: If our health really mattered, physicians and politicians would heavily propagate and subsidize #VitaminD, and campaign

healthy food. Instead, they support the pharmaceutical industry and measures that do not work (and then blaming people for

not following the rules).



9/: Both the pharmaceutical industry and politicians know that coronaviruses have always been among us. There was no

need to assume that #COVID19 was in particular more dangerous. Also, #seasonality is totally ignored, even though we

have sufficient historical data on it.



10/: It has always been like this. And meanwhile, the measures are intensified with the justification that the summer might

become a nightmare if we don't restrict more civil rights etc. This is malicious, taken available knowledge into consideration.

11/: The people in charge of the experiment cannot make the claim that they did not know better. German chief-scientific

advisor @c_drosten literally stated the opposite he says today with respect to coronaviruses and PCR-tests in an interview

in 2014. https://t.co/nN49zZAI0j
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16/ In 2014, @c_drosten gave a striking interview for the German business magazine @wiwo. His statements back

then are in contradiction with comments he made in 2020. Let\u2019s take a closer look at what he said in this

particular interview. https://t.co/QIdnTw4ccE

— Dr. Simon \u30c4 (@goddeketal) January 21, 2021

12/: There is a lot to say about point #4. Although physical suffering is partly still unknown as we do not know the long-term

effects of staying inside and the vaccine, we can tell a lot about mental suffering.

13/: In the following thread I explained how especially children suffer extremely from the current measures. We are at risk of

losing a whole generation. This is known, and yet fearmongers like @DrEricDing (#ZeroDing) demand schools to remain

closed. https://t.co/O1vSZROAJb

1/: The primary #victims of this crisis are #children, as demonstrated in a recent study (https://t.co/5kfIx0Dkuy).

Although we know that children hardly display clinical symptoms and only play a minor role in spreading the virus,

they are the ones who are deprived. \u2b07\ufe0fa thread\u2b07\ufe0f pic.twitter.com/ZyZFNOlg9k

— Dr. Simon \u30c4 (@goddeketal) February 10, 2021

14/: #ZeroDing even propagates triple masks, totally reducing social life, wearing masks while going for a run etc. This

#fearporn causes global #anxiety which in return increases the cortisol level of people. What this does to people can be

seen here: https://t.co/76fooWEBOD

Cortisol is known as the 'stress hormone' and is a silent killer. Cortisol levels are increased by: 

\U0001f449\U0001f3fc Fear & anxiety 

\U0001f449\U0001f3fc Constant stress 

\U0001f449\U0001f3fc Social isolation
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The media propagated fear and political measures are counterproductive. They shorten our lives.

https://t.co/6BZ34pVBjw

— Dr. Simon \u30c4 (@goddeketal) February 17, 2021

15/: So why don't the people in charge get vaccinated under the supervision of a notary? Even the founder of

@BioNTech_Group, U■ur ■ahin, does not want to get vaccinated as he does not want to take away the vaccine from those

who really need it. #whatajoke

16/: The degree of risk is immense. Suicides, hundreds of millions of destroyed livelihoods, global mental health problems,

global fear etc. It looks like no risk analysis has been done. Instead, it seems that a purpose was needed to control the

masses and sell vaccines.
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17/: Proper preparations would mean that the clinical trial phase would have been sufficient. This was not the case given the

short time period. We do not know anything about the long-term effects of these vaccines as well as the global lockdowns.

18/: Also, the whole experiment should only be conducted by scientifically qualified persons, right @BillGates? What

qualifies you besides your investments in pharmaceutical companies?

https://twitter.com/BillGates?


19/: This is a crucial one. The red line regarding physical and mental states has been crossed. And still, measures are being

intensified, while the middle class is being destroyed. We cannot stop it - there is hardly any sane country in the world left.

Thx, @WHO.

20/: Even numerical analyses show that the current pandemic is rather a "casedemic" or "plandemic". The average age of

death is the same as in 2018 and 2019. The only way this pandemic is kept up is due to medial fear and flawed PCR-testing.

https://t.co/mrsWZUT864

https://twitter.com/WHO.
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1/: Every day, we are inundated by horror stories around the virus. It seems as if we were facing the greatest health

crisis of humankind. Nevertheless, the situation should be kept in perspective \u2014 a

\u2b07\ufe0fthread\u2b07\ufe0f about life-expectancy and why the measures make everything worse.

pic.twitter.com/VwFB8BJzVy

— Dr. Simon \u30c4 (@goddeketal) January 28, 2021

21/: The following thread by @PerpetualValue elaborates why the PCR testing is that flawed and was initially designed to

create a casedemic. This is in line with @c_drosten's statement he made in an interview in 2014 (see post #11 of this

thread) https://t.co/7TIYF2yQLW

I have serious doubts about the reliability of the PCR tests, which have a huge impact on society.

I am not a microbiologist but I was invested in PCR-testing companies and I found major red flags.

A thread. #NCYT #ALERS #ALBIO

1/

— Martin van Buren (@PerpetualValue) February 16, 2021

22/: Given the current knowledge, the people in charge are obliged to immediately stop this experiment.

■■ terminate lockdowns

■■ compensate the victims

■■ bring those responsible to justice

■■ declare 'globalism' to have failed

■■ reform the @WHO & @UN
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23/: A new Nuremberg Trial is required. The harm that has been done cannot be compensated within one generation. But

the people in charge (oligarchs, doctors, scientists, politicians, and journalists) need to be held responsible for the observed

events. ■■■

24/: I believe in our immune system. There is so much more that we can do for our health than currently is being practised

and imposed. Fear and oppression do not lead anywhere. Eventually, the truth will prevail. Let's stand up for what's ours:

#dignity and #liberty.

25/: And remember one thing: do not trust any doomsday scenarios. Especially not those that have been modelled by

physicists such as @CorneliusRoemer, @ViolaPriesemann, and @neil_ferguson. #Fearporn is one of the causes, and

definitely not a solution.

https://t.co/dHugmo2pLZ

Der @Tagesspiegel hat mich nach meiner Prognose f\xfcr die Fallzahlen in Deutschland gefragt (gelb gestrichtelt).

Deutschlandweit wird die Inzidenz ab Ende Feb/Anfang M\xe4rz von Minimum um 50 wieder anfangen zu steigen.

Lockerungen werden den Anstieg dar\xfcber hinaus beschleunigen. 1/ pic.twitter.com/QRcrBNIxbs

— Cornelius Roemer (@CorneliusRoemer) February 19, 2021
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